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**Title word cross-reference**

14 [SS14c]. g [Pra14b, Rou15]. h [Epi14, Pra14b, Pra14c, YL14].


2nd [Wei14b].

60 [Ano14].

Abstracting [ZZL+14]. Academia.edu [TK14]. academic
[AT14, CHH14, Hal14, HCKH15, JHJ15, OA14, PB15, VRF14, VCG14, YL14,

Chinese-speaking [HCC15]. Choice [Cha14]. choices [ZK14]. circles [Mil14]. Citable [Hen14]. Citation [GMB14, HK14, LPW14, LR14, APRRC15, BM14c, CCLL14, Col15, CHRLC14, DZC+14, Epi14, GRSFV15d, HHC+14, LCD+14, OY15, Riv15, TSY15, WL14a, WL14b, ZS14b].

Citation-Based [GMB14]. citation-rank [BM14c]. Citations [LCHL14, WC14, BL14, CZW15, HPS+14, KT15, LPL14, LLHF15, OA14, SBIT14, SLM15, WL14a, ZTLV15]. cited [BW15, BB15, HK14, LPL14, Mil14, PS14b]. citing [BM14b, LCD+14, Mil14, WW15]. Ciufolini [Ior14]. claims [BL14]. class [Pra14a]. Classical [Hjø15c]. classification [AFL+14, EBD15, LLB14, MR14, MRMCVMUL14, VAGR15, WK14, ZSMF15]. classifier [OR15].


Co [Yu14]. Co-training [Yu14]. Coauthorship [OVE14, GK14, HWW15, LPW14, MCDLJ14]. cocitation [DC14, ZS14c].


Collaborative [Sha14, CHH14, LK14]. Collaborabilities [GISW15].

collection [TFR15]. collections [LK14, SS14b, SF15]. collective [TPZ15].

college [KCL14]. Combining [KKO15]. comments [TBX+14]. commercial [WHX+14]. commissioned [Hen14]. commons [EJ14]. communicating [TK15]. Communication [BM14a, BM14c, BM14b, BWL15, Car14b, CKR14, Egg14b, Epi14, Fia14, Hal14, HCKH15, Hill14a, Jan15, LPL14, MD15, NF15, OR15, Pra14b, Pra14c, RSAS14, CY14, Hill1b, KT14a, LII14a].

Communications [BB15, Hjo15b, KISS15, RL15a, SF15]. communicative [DOM+14, Sny14]. communities [JW15, ZLZG14].


consultant [JS15]. consumer [Zha14b]. consumers [ZSX15].

contemporary [KPC+15]. Content
[DZC+14, BCZ14, LJT+15, MOM+15, SLI+15, SBIT15, ZY15, TJV14].

Content-based [DZC+14]. Contentious [Med15]. context
[Ano14, DLA14, Hjo15a, SMAB09, Tab14]. context-dependent [DLA14].
context-free [Hjo15a]. contexts [ZK14]. Contextualizing [Fre15].
contributor [JW15]. control [SK14b]. Controlled [EJ14]. controversial
[VZR15]. convergence [Rub15]. coping [Che15]. Copyright [FM14]. core
[ZZL+14]. corpora [KS14a, WLC+14]. corporate [JJ14]. Corpus [GMB14].
correlate [CZW15, SBIT14]. Correlations [WMS+15]. correspondence
[KISS15]. Cost [WTT+14, MK15]. countries
[APRC15, BWL15, NILCP15]. country [KT14a, TM15]. coupling [ZS14c].
Cover [Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c]. Cox [Mar15]. creating [Col15]. Creation
[BK14, SH14]. criteria [ZSX15]. critical [EMK+15]. criticize [Ior14]. Cross
[LMMO15, KKO15, PMSA14]. cross-domain [PMSA14]. Cross-language
[LMMO15, KKO15]. Crossing [BNG14]. Crossroads [Wei14b]. Crowd
[Vas15]. crowdsourced [ILTBI15]. crowdsourcing [Xia14]. Cryptographic
[SR14]. Culture [Cox15, SR14]. Curation [CCP15]. curatorial [CCP15]. Current
[Fia14, PSB+14]. currently [Bor14b]. curtain [MD15]. CV [KT14b]. cyberbullying
[BKM15]. cycle [SJN14].

D [FM14]. Data [Bad14, CCMT15, Olt15, VC15, WC14, War15, BB15,
CCP15, DAT+14, EMK+15, EJ14, Fri15, LdMAGB15, MB14, RSAS14,
RL15a, SHW+15, WMS+15, WLZB14, CCP15, DAT+14]. database
[WMS+15]. databases [Hjo15c]. day [BNG14]. days [Bor14d]. DBpedia
decision [Hjo15c, MAP15, WCTS15]. decision-making [Hjo15c, WCTS15].
decisions [BVH15]. declining [LLG14]. defections [JW15]. Definition
[VCG14]. definitional [Hjo15a]. deliberation [XA14]. Delicious [OS15].
democracy [Li14b]. dependent [DLA14]. depth [CB15]. derived [CCP15].
Dérives [Zit15]. description [Smi15]. descriptions [ILTBI15]. descriptive
[AG15b, LQ14]. design
[AG15a, BKM15, LM15a, Li14b, LYWF14, Pil14, VOBBI5, WB15].
design-based [LYWF14]. despite [MK15]. detailed [BK14]. Detecting
[MBBL14, MSK+14]. detection [CCC14, DC14, TND15, Yu14, GMB14].
determinants [JW15]. determine [OR15]. Determining [KCL14, KW14].
developed [KT14a]. Developing [EBD15, LYWF14]. Development
[Cha14, Kim15, LR14, Olt15, SS14a]. Dewey [Lev15]. Differences
[APRRC15, BM14d, CHLRC14, DS15, KMKL15]. different
[CY14, LCHL14, LK14]. differentiate [MYK15]. differentiation [CCLL14].
difficulty [Tab14]. diffusion [JGCR15, TND15]. Digital
[Cus15, FM14, CLSS14, KLG14, MBW+14, PMSA14, SS14b, Dow15, Wei14b].
digitization [Kak14]. digitizing [LS14]. dilemmas [EMK+15].
dimensional [Pra14a]. dimensions [KPC+15]. direct [KS14a]. disabilities
[WH15]. disambiguation [FVGL14, LDK+14, LLHF15]. disciplinary
[DS15]. **Discipline** [Bat15, Sve15, HWW15, WW15]. **disciplines** [DFB14, KMFD15, Yan14]. **disclose** [MK15]. **disclosing** [KZ15]. **discourse** [DS15]. **discovering** [WLC14]. **discovery** [KLC14]. **discrepancies** [CHH14]. **discussion** [Sav15a]. **Diseases** [CKR14]. **disentangled** [KPC15]. **dispositions** [GBS15]. **disproportionately** [TM15]. **Disseminating** [KT14b, TK15]. **distance** [KNY14]. **distinct** [ZBKG14]. **Distributed** [KLC14, GBS15]. **Distributions** [BM14a]. **diversification** [OA15]. **Do** [CZW15, KISS15, SBIT14, Kim15, JJ14, Bor14a]. **document** [AG15b, LB15]. **documents** [DPPV14, Hen14, KW14, Rob15, SJN14, Buc15, SR14]. **Does** [NILCP15, Cj15, Hal14, SR15]. **DOI** [Ano14]. **Domain** [Smi15, Lin14a, LM15b, MGCTW15, PMSA14, SZZ14, THWS14, VOBB15, WKC14, ZLMB15, SK14a]. **Domain-independent** [Smi15]. **domain-specific** [SZZ14]. **Donald** [Cus15]. **Dorothea** [Cha14]. **Dousa** [Car14b]. **DPCVocab** [CCP15]. **draw** [Har14]. **draw-and-write** [Har14]. **driven** [Du14b, Hii14a]. **dual** [CL14]. **dual-map** [CL14]. **Duff** [Baw14]. **during** [Hj15c, Smi15, SS14c, TG15]. **dwell** [LB15]. **Dyadic** [HB14]. **Dynamic** [CCT14, DC14, BK14, Fia14, BL14]. **Dynamics** [Cox14, Lin14a, Whi14].


H [Bor14a]. habits [Lin15]. Handbook [Hak14]. Harnessing [TPZ15].

information-seeking [Fre15, WFRN14], Informational [CY14, Sav15a].

Informational [CY14, Sav15a].

informed [EH15, Har14].

Informetric [Egg14a], INFUSE [TND15].

injustice [FW15].

innovation [LA14].

informed [EH15, Har14].

Informetric [Egg14a].

INFUSE [TND15].

injustice [JW15].

innovation [LA14].

Institutions [BdMA14, BB15, PS14b].

prioritization [dSMdAGQ15]. Privacy
[HH14, VJH15, LS14, MK15, RB14, SK14b, VOBB15, VS14, WXLBO15].
privacy-preserving [VS14]. prize [LR14]. problem [GRSFV15c, Cox15].
Problems [Cox14, MB14]. procedural [Smi15]. process
[Kim15, Lop14, PMSA14, WN15, ZS14a]. processed [HBS15]. processes
[CCP15, PB15]. processing [LI14a, VAGR15]. product [LXLL14].
Producitivity [SKZ+14]. products [LLB14]. professional [TBP+15].
professionals [Du14b]. proficiency [Kim15]. profile [SMYL15].
profile-boosted [SMYL15]. profiles [OA14]. Profiling [VS14]. program
propagation [CML+15]. Proper [Zit15, Rou15]. properties [Bar14, PS14a].
Proposal [Fia14]. proposed [WFRN14]. prototype [WB15]. provide
[KISS15, VS14, ZMJ14]. provider [TBP+15]. Providing [Sav15a].
provincial [LPU15]. proximity [BCZ14]. proxy [OMTSLC15].
pseudocollaboration [GISW15]. pseudonyms [lor14]. pseudorelevance
[THC15]. psychological [MYK15]. public
[DAT+14, JGCR15, KISS15, KCZ+14]. Publication
[Ano14, MBBL14, CL14, Pra15b, SMAB09]. publications
[Bor14d, DFB14, Mil14]. publish [Hal14]. publishers [ZGCB15]. publishes
[XHC+15]. publishing [RA14]. PubMed [LDK+14, SKZ+14].
Q&A [Sav15a]. QA [LCSL15]. qualified [Mir14]. qualities [BL14]. Quality
[ZSX15, Cho15, PMSA14, PS14a, Pra14d, SHW+15, Zha14b, ZvSvB14].
quantify [WL14b]. Quantity [Pra14d]. quantum [BR15]. queries
[BSZ+14, VC15]. Query
[BST15, SZZ14, THWS14, AS14, KBD+14, Lew15, PMD14, SBZ+14].
[LCSL15, Wes15, ZLZG14, dRR15]. question-answering [LCSL15].
R [RL15a]. Rainie [Lin14b]. random [SLM15]. rank
[BM14c, OA15, SGV14, ZMJ14, ZGCB15]. Ranking
[Hal14, KS14b, CML+15, BdMA14, Egg14a, MD15]. ranking-oriented
[CML+15]. rankings [Bor14c]. rates [OY15]. rating [CB15, Fia14].
rationale [Xia14]. Raw [War15]. Re [DO14]. Re-Finding [DO14]. read
[TM15]. readers [OMM+14, TM15, ZK14]. readership
[Du14a, MT14, OMM+14]. reads [MTHL15]. Real [ZSMF15, BCZ14].
Real-time [ZSMF15]. realism [MR14]. reception [Bor14d]. Recherche
[Zit15]. recommend [SMYL15]. recommendation
[DYB14, Lai15, THWS14]. Recommendations [WC14, WN15]. record
[LSM+14]. records [LS14, Cox15]. recycling [GRBCS15]. redistribution
[Hil14b]. redundancies [LI14a]. reference [Col15, MBBL14]. references
[Mi14]. referential [LQ14]. Refining [CCLL14]. reformulation [AS14].
regional [LPU15]. register [EBD15]. registries [GTZZ14]. regression


synergy [LPL14]. syntactic [VAG15]. syntax [JSW14]. synthesis [AG15a, Fia14, Lin14b].

system [AG15a, Fia14, Lin14b]. systems [GTZ14, HBS15, HWW15, LI14a, LPU15, NGTK15].


task-driven [Du14b]. tasks [Bor15b, EH15, LB15, STS14, SHW+15, Xia14, ZBK14].

taxonomy [NGTK15, WKC14]. Taylor [Hak14]. Teacher [DO14]. Team [LGST15, DYB14].

technique [Hil14b]. Technologies [Hil14b, KNY+14]. technologies [JS15, STD15, Cha14].

Technology [Ano14, BVH15, Hilt4a, KT14a, NF15, FM14, Rog15].

Telecommunications [Wei14b]. temporal [WLC+14]. Temporality [BCAL15].

term [DLA14]. Terminology [GTZ14]. territories [ADC15].

Testing [Riv15, SLM15, MVL+14]. Text [KCZ+14, Sav15b, AFL+14, DF14, MRKT15, ZS14b]. texts [MSK+14].

their [Che15, KT15, MRKT15, TM15]. them [MBW+14]. theoretical [SA15]. theories [SLM15, Car14b].

Theorizing [JS15]. Theory [Baw14, Cox14, Bur14, LA14, Riv15, WB15, ZsV14].

there [Bor14b, Rub15, TSY15]. Thesauri [Wei14a, Hj15a, WKC14]. Thesaurus [KMK15].

thirty [NGTK15]. Thomas [Car14b]. three [Pra14a]. three-class [Pra14a].

three-dimensional [Pra14a]. three-dimensional [Pra14a]. thresholds [BdMA14].

ties [SMW14]. time [DAT+14, LB15, Vas15, ZSM15, SR15]. Tom [Hak14].

Toni [Car14a]. tools [DM14, ZS15]. top [Bor15a, Hal14, ZMJ14].

topic [CCT14, DC14, LB15, Mat15]. topic-related [CCT14]. topicality [HSK15].

topics [VZ14, HBM14]. total [OMTSLC15]. trace [YL14]. tracing [Tab14, LCHL14]. Tracking [BCAL15, DC14, KTS+15].

trade-off [WXLB15]. training [VFGL14, Yu14]. Trajectory [BL14, SS14c].

transfer [JGCR15, PMS15]. transforming [NF15].

transient [BL14]. translation [Cj15, KKO15]. transportation [BNG14].

travel [Sav15a]. Trebor [Dow15]. trends [VRF14, ZSM15, VC15].

triangulation [WB15]. tribute [Car14a]. triple [CYP15, LPU15].

triple-helix [LPU15]. Tropical [CR14]. true [Hj15a]. trustworthiness [HB14].

Truth [RL15b]. tweet [CCT14]. Tweeting [HPS+14]. tweets [AKAS14, HPS+14].

twitter [EH15, OMTSLC15, AKAS14, MRMC14, VL14].
OS15, SS14c, VAGR15, ZSMF15. Twitter-specific [AKAS14]. Two
[KW14, HM14, SGV14]. Two-stage [SGV14]. type
[AG15b, AKAS14, Ior14, LB15]. types [CCLL14, HBS15].

underlying [TSY15]. understand [ZY15]. Understanding
[CB15, KT14a, LK14, PB15, Rog15, SA15, VOB15, Che15, EH15]. unfolds
[MPT15]. Union [Sal15b]. United [POK15]. units [Vec14]. university
[Bor14c, OMTSLC15]. Unsupervised [Bar14]. untangling [WCTS15].
uploading [POK15]. urban [Lin15]. usage [CK14, MRKT15, Zit15]. Use
[NB15, Zit15, Bor15b, CHH14, Che15, Du14b, GTZZ14, KT14a, MAP15,
SS14b, WV15]. used [HBS15, Ior14]. useful [VS14]. usefulness
[MPT15]. Union [Sav15b]. United [POK15]. units [Vec14]. university
[Bor14c, OMTSLC15]. Unsupervised [Bar14]. untangling [WCTS15].

Valuable [Lin14a]. value [TBP15, TFR15]. values [BKM15].
values-oriented [BKM15]. venture [dSMdAGQ15]. versa [NILCP15].
versus [CHH14, Hal14, ZK14]. via [BCAL15, CCLL14, CML15]. vice
[NILCP15]. Victorian [CN14]. violence [Wes15]. Virtual
[Hak14, BCZ14, HB14]. visible [Pil14]. Visual
[Alb15, Sny14, HBS15, LM15a, PS14a]. Visualizing [KNY14]. visually
STS14]. Vocabulary [CCP15]. volume [VR14]. voting [WMS15].


waste [GRBCS15]. web [BCZ14, Bur14, DM14, EBD15, HW15, KTS15,
KTPE14, KS14b, KT14b, Lew15, Liu14b, RSAS14, SR15, SS14b, VC15, VS14,
Whi14, WH15, ZSX15, CHLRC14, DOM14, RL15a, VRF14]. websites
[LCSL15, OMTSLC15, Wes15]. weighted [LM15b, ZZL15]. weights
[DLA14]. Weiser [Wei14b]. well [BKM15]. well-being [BKM15]. Wellman
[Liu14b]. Western [AT14]. wheel [SK14b]. Where [LYC14]. Which
[Bar14, MOM15, OR15, OMM14, POK15, XA14]. will [BB15, OR15].
williness [GBS15]. winners [LR14]. wisdom [BM14b]. Withdrawal
[Ior14]. Withdrawn [Ior14]. WL [WL14b]. WL-index [WL14b]. word
[DC14]. WordNet [PMD14]. words [BR15, DLA14, Lin14a]. Work
[Cox14, DOM14, Du14b, GBS15, Pra15b, STA14, TFR15]. works [Ior14].

workspace [DOM14]. world [BB15, IT14]. Worlds
[Hak14, Hen14, Hjo15a]. worldwide [BdMA14, PSB15]. write [Har14].
writing [CHH14, Cro15, STA14]. writings [Jan15]. written
[Ano14, KW14, SMAB09].
REFERENCES

XML [DPPV14, SJN14].

Year [MBBL14], years [NGTKR15]. young [KT14a, MVL+14]. YouTube [OS15]. Yves [Zit15].

zen [DYB14]. zynergy [Pra14c]. zynergy-index [Pra14c].
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